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Professor Sean Smith appointed new NCI Director
NCI has announced that Professor Sean Smith, an internationally prominent computational chemist and
nanomaterials scientist, will take up the helm from Interim Director Dr Chris Pigram in January 2018. Read more.
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NCI Spring Session training 4-8 Sept
The NCI HPC Spring Session is designed as a springboard for postgraduate research students and experienced
research staff who wish to learn more about Raijin and high-performance computing. Read more.

Stellar simulation of a supernova formation
Based on modelling performed at NCI, researchers from CAASTRO can predict the quantities and locations
of hundreds of chemical elements produced in a supernova explosion. Read more.

NCI and Monash University teamed up to present a series of high-performance computing and data courses for
academic researchers in Victoria this month.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Why does my job run fine on my local machine, but not work on Raijin?
Windows can sometimes add invisible characters to your batch job script or input files that can
interfere with Raijin. Find out more.

Why are my jobs still queueing?

There are several reasons why your jobs may not have started. Find out more in NCI's User
Documentation portal.

Every month, NCI's User Services Team updates Raijin's software. This month, 19 new applications were
installed, including:
bazel 0.5.2
elk/4.3.6
payu/0.8a
See the full list here.
Upcoming Training:
NCI Spring Session HPC Training
4-8 September, ANU. Read more
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